
GCSE Drama: Component 1 Portfolio - Question 4

An overview of the key 
terms in the question:

Genre - They type of Drama 
your are creating? 

Structure - Linear? Non Linear? 
Cyclical - flashbacks? 

Style - Abstract? Physical? 
Naturalistic? 

Form (Techniques)- Narration? 
Still image? Montage? Split 
staging? Repeated motif? 

Repetition? 

Language - Dialogue that gives 
clues about character? Use of 

words? Lack of language? 
(silence)

Character - type? Back story? 
Style - exaggeration? 

Naturalistic?

Question 4: How did you consider genre, structure, character, form, style, and language 
throughout the process? Put simply, show off your knowledge of the techniques you used in 

your production!

Below are some of the key terms you should include within your paragraph:

300-350 words for this 
question, you will have 
a lot to write, how are 
you going to cover all 
the points and be 
concise? 

Genre and Styles
Commedia dell’ Arte
Theatre of Cruelty
Forum Theatre
Verbatim theatre
Melodrama
Tragedy
Documentary
Fairy-tale
Naturalism / Realism
Abstract/Surreal
Physical theatre
Epic Theatre
Comedy (farce, satire, slapstick)
T.l.E

Form/Theatrical Devices
Slow motion
Tableau / still image
Aside
Direct address
Cross cutting
Split stage/focus 
Narration
Thought tracking 
Foreshadowing /dramatic irony
Monologue/ duologue
Multi-roling
Spilt role
Movement sequence
Soundscape
Chorus
Mime
Song
Voice over

Language
Slang
Poetic language
Swearing
Conversational
Abstract
Explicit / implicit
Emphasis / repetition of a 
word or phrase

Structure
linear
Non linear
Episodic
Cyclical
Ending on: Cliff hanger?
Resolution? Climax?



If you answer each of these questions, including all of the keywords on the 
previous page, you will have the perfect Question 4 answer! 

1 What was your play about? How did you try to get your aims and intentions across through your play?

2 Why did you choose to work in a particular style?  (Abstract/Comedy, etc)

3 How did you choose your roles? Do you multi role – did it work?

4 Can you give some examples of how you have used language?  What effect did you want?

5 Why did you choose your particular structure? Did it work?

6 Is there anything that you would change about these things? Try to mention what you would change.


